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M aking New Year’s 
resolutions often feels 
like a dispiriting task, 

involving, as it does, so much self-
denial – numerous indulgences to 
give up or limit. Instead, why not 
focus on introducing new and exciting 
elements into your life, beginning 
with dance styles or classes you’ve 
never tried before? There are all 
kinds of innovative experiences out 

Looking for a fresh challenge? 
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some intriguing dance 
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there, including styles from other 
countries and cultures, crossover with 
circus or boxing, retro with a twist, 
and the ultimate diva moves. Here’s 
my pick of the best – make 2020 the 
year you discover a new favourite!

PREPARE TO SLAY
Channel your inner Beyoncé, Rihanna, 
Ariane or Lizzo with this fierce and 
fabulous SOS BOSS class. It’s all about 
learning how to emulate your favourite 
supreme divas – and then apply that 
confidence and empowerment to 
every area of life, both on and off the 
dance floor. Beginners are welcome, 
with sass-fuelled instructors skilled 
at breaking down key moves like 
hair whips and twerks, plus you’ll 

joyful liberation: letting yourself go 
and embracing the music. A perfect 
counter to grey January – you’re 
guaranteed to leave class beaming.
Classes at Gymbox
gymbox.com

DISCOVER BOLLYWOOD 
REMIXED
It’s folk dance, but not as you know it: 
Urban Bhangra takes the traditional 
north Indian style and fuses it with 
elements of modern commercial 
dance. The Bollywood Co’s classes 
are taught to an addictive mix of desi 
dance floor hits and urban beats, and 
aim to provide a strong foundation 
of bhangra, along with new moves 
introduced each week. It’s a cool, 
contemporary take on a beautiful age-
old artform – and the stamina and skill 
required means it’s great for fitness too.
Classes at Danceworks
thebollywoodco.com

TELL HULA TALES
The London School of Hula and 
’Ori brings authentic Polynesian 
dance to the UK, with a foundation 
of community and harmony with 
the world around us. Newcomers 
are welcome to try out these dance 
styles, taught to a soundtrack of fast-
paced drums and graceful melodies. 
Hawaiian Hula ’auana is the more 
contemporary form, involving 
detailed storytelling through the 
sinuous motion of limbs and hips. 
It’s excellent for developing physical 
control, isolations and narrative 
through movement – as well as 
connecting to a vibrant culture.
Classes at Pineapple Dance Studios
lsho.co.uk

TAKE IT SLOW
Sometimes described as “African 
tango”, because of its grounded, 
sensual intimacy, kizomba also takes 
influence from Angolan dances semba 
and tarraxinha, and from Caribbean 
zouk. It’s all about close partner 
connection and responding to music 
in the moment, with a subtle lead-
follow dynamic and continuous, 
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rhythmic motion. Lots of these skills 
are transferrable for Latin or Argentine 
tango dancers, but this is a chance 
to explore new steps, and enjoy an 
organic, fun style; “kizomba” comes 
from the Angolan word for “party”. 
Classes at Caramelo Latin Dance
caramelolatindance.co.uk

GET INTO K-POP 
Dance is an integral part of Korean 
pop (K-pop), which blends traditional 
and diverse modern musical styles. 
Bands perform in tight formations 
and include repeated movements that 
fans can copy, aided by tutorial videos 
posted online. Minho Jung teaches a 
new routine every couple of weeks, 
inspired by trending music, and also 
helms a lyrical K-pop class that helps 
improve emotional communication 
and contemporary technique. He’s 
keen to develop dance skills while 
bringing together K-pop devotees.
Classes at Danceworks
danceworks.com

JOIN THE CARNIVAL
Longing for a boost of tropical heat 
and partying in the streets to combat 
the winter blues? Get in the Caribbean 
spirit with IslandSoul Energy, led by 
dancer and DJ Gaby “Cocoa” Cooke. 
This high-octane workout is designed 
to raise the heart rate and build up a 
sweat via exhilarating choreography 
combining Afrobeat, soca vibes and 
reggaeton grooves. With irresistible 
beats urging you on, it’s intense cardio 
and toning – but doesn’t feel like a 
chore. After-class rum punch optional. 
Classes at The Dance Studio Leeds
thedancestudioleeds.com

FIGHT TO THE FINISH
Challenge those who dare suggest 
that ballet dancers aren’t tough to take 
this BBBox class: barre work meets 
boxing, Muay Thai and parkour. It’s a 
fierce, focused and efficient workout 
that aims to use every muscle in 
the body via a range of disciplines, 
developing a rock-solid core, and 
defined and sculpted limbs – plus the 
kind of badass confidence that should 
see off anyone from rival dancers 
in the corps to strangers trying to 
edge ahead in the bus queue… 
Classes at Danceworks
danceworks.com ■

be joining a supportive community 
of fellow queens in the making.
Classes at School of SOS
schoolofsos.com

TAKE FLIGHT
Ever dreamed of running away to 
join the circus? Get your taste of the 
Big Top with an aerial hoop class: 
an exercise routine, but taught while 
up in the air, supported by a steel 
frame suspended from the ceiling. 
Learning different moves, tricks and 
combinations while pulling yourself up 
onto and negotiating the hoop means 
developing core muscles and upper-
body strength – the latter not always 
addressed in dance fitness classes – as 
well as stamina, coordination and 
flexibility. Plus you get to defy gravity!
Classes at The Factory
factorylondon.com

GET FUNKY
Retro dance styles are coming back 
into fashion, and a Shway class is all 
about the 1970s. Think sassy disco 
attitude and the cool vibes of the 
underground club scene, with an 
emphasis on fearless self-expression 
via throwing big, powerful shapes. It 
combines rigorous attention to detail, 
particularly hip and chest isolations 
and articulate hands and arms, with 


